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P.S. Senthur Balaji, class 12, 
Maharishi International Resi-
dential School, Erode, Tamil 
Nadu

At school, subjects that come with a 
practical application, instead of for-
mulae, appeal to Senthur. A foodie, 
Senthur likes to surprise his mother 
with his culinary skills. He plays foot-
ball and badminton and reads a lot 
on concepts of technology. 
Unlike most children his age, Sen-
thur has his future plans sorted. 

“When I complete studies, I want to work first in an inter-
national company like Google or Microsoft and then lend 
my expertise and exposure to an Indian company. Later, I 
will start my own company and once I hand it over to the 
next generation, I will join a technology magazine, where I 
can share my expertise on technology,” says the 18-year-
old, who believes that India will become a powerful force 
in creating tech innovations.  He wants to make India fully 
developed and independent in its use of technology.
“The things we do for ourselves are gone when we are 
gone. But the things we do for others remain our legacy,” 
says Senthur.
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Now, you can carry 
your own door latch 
while travelling!
P.S. Senthur Balaji, class 12, Maharishi International Resi-
dential School, Erode, Tamil Nadu

Public restrooms or other 
places sometimes have 
broken or no latch on

 the doors
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Senthur has come up with the idea of a 
portable latch, which can be carried by peo-
ple travelling frequently.
“Once when I had to travel to a far off place 
by train, the train I had to board was an 
hour late. While waiting, I suddenly heard 
my stomach rumble and realized it was 
upset. I rushed to the toilet at the railway 
station and was surprised to see that there 
was no latch on the door. I somehow re-
lieved myself but the whole experience 
was embarrassing. When I came out, I won-
dered about the plight of women travellers. 
This made me think of a portable latch,” 
says Senthur, who is the only child of his 
parents. 
Once the idea was developed, he created 
a lot of drawings and showed them to his 
friends, who encouraged him.
While his father is a businessman, his 
mother is a homemaker. The family has a 
dog, which Senthur misses a lot as he stays 
in a hostel. 




